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NTDLL.DLL: contains the client's version of
NTFS. NTFSDOS.DLL: contains the client's
version of NTFS. NTFSCM.DLL: contains the
server's version of NTFS. RUNDLL32.EXE:
contains the client version of NTFS.
RUNDLL32.EXE is included with the Windows
NT operating system for a number of
purposes. It is a library of system DLLs with
code that can be dynamically linked at run
time. It allows the system DLLs to be easily
modified and reloaded if the user executes a
different DLL. It allows the system DLL to be
replaced with an alternative version of the
system DLL. In order to run the
NTFSDOS.DLL, you have to patch the
winmm.dll so that it can access the
NTFSDOS.DLL. Then execute the following
command (with a Windows 2000 CD-ROM or
an installation in winntsystem32):
C:\>NTFSDOS\NTFSDOS.exe You can then
run Windows 2000 tools to help you test
your drives such as CHKDSK. This tool is free
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and can be downloaded from: UPDATE:
There is now an free version of NTFSDOS
Professional available for download at:
NOTE: Win2ksystem32 directory is not on
the CD so you might have to locate the
directory inside of C:\ - it's hidden so it can
be difficult to find. Also, you will need to
create a c:\win2ksystem32 directory (or
whatever directory you choose) within your
C: drive. See for more information. A: No.
There's no way to repair the damage of a
broken NTFS filesystem by just using the
Windows Disk Management Console without
re-partitioning the disk first. Windows 2000
has a built-in NTFS repair utility called
CHKDSK. Windows NT 4 has no equivalent.
A: When you re-partition the disk you can
still use CHKDSK to fix
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Chkdsk.exe - the NTFS chkdsk utility
Drives.ini - file that stores drive information
drivers.ini - file that contains DeviceObject
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information needed to scan/perform
autostats.ini - configuration files for realtime
status monitoring win2kauto.ini - lists all
installed drivers in compatibility list cmd.exe
- starting point Then you can run NTFSCHK in
the directory where you copied the files to
automatically complete the files and search
for drives/devices. Thereafter, you are ready
to use NTFSCHK within the NTFS run-time
environment. Below are the commands that
you need to run using a command prompt.
The utilities are self-descriptive; just run
them as you would run any NTFS-enabled
utility. NTFSCHK /QUIET NTFSCHK /FIXFIXED
NTFSCHK /CHECK aa67ecbc25
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NTFSCheck.exe (0x73db8601) ftw.exe
(0x742c4f74) Then run NTFSCHK as follows:
C:\NTFSCHK SYSTEM32 Note that it's
possible to use a different root directory
such as C:\NTsys32\ if that's where you have
permissions to install something, but the
directory you choose must have a
subdirectory named "system32". Be careful
what directory you choose, because it has to
be at the same level as the NTFSCHK you
are running. Important Note: Microsoft has
recently changed their NTFS schema and
you need to have the NTFSCHK available on
both NT and 2000 which is why we still have
support for this utility. In version 2.14.0003,
the developer added support for NTFS
version 3.0, meaning it will also work on
Windows 98 systems. There are a few
changes that need to be implemented
before NTFS version 3.0 support is complete,
but it's a pretty straightforward update. In
version 2.14.0004, the developer added
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support for a Windows 98 Driver Kit Setup,
which means it now works on Windows 98
instead of having to be run on Windows
2000. This support was added because there
was a DOS program sold by Microsoft called
FDISK which originally used this method to
allow you to have a boot disk with the
Device Manager. According to the
documentation of the Microsoft
DOS/Windows 98 executable of FDISK, the
floppy drive is disabled while this utility runs.
This is used when you load up the device
manager utility. Note that a Windows 98
Driver Kit can be obtained from MSDN, the
"Microsoft Developer Network" on the
Internet. It can be downloaded and then
installed on your PC. In version 2.14.0005,
the developer introduced support for the
SCSI generic Attachment Library (SGAL) on
Windows NT platforms. This is available only
on Windows 2000 at the moment. The
developer has supplied a binary file for this
library. Support for NTFS version 2.2 was
added in version 2.14.0006, based on the 15
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June 2003 version of the product (before
that, version 1.5 was available). Other
versions Versions 2.19 and later have a built-
in clock (a Windows NT 4 mouse-over clock)
that can time a file check

What's New In NTFSCHK?

nmakehlp32.exe -- MSVC 6.0 Compiler
Release version 6.0.5322 NtfschkD32.c
NtfschkD32.exe NtfschkD32.exe.config
CHKDSK (Ver 1.3) etc. IMPORTANT:
"c:\winnt\system32" is a good path to use,
but since your system32 directory is likely
named something different, the directory
must be referenced by its actual name
instead. Once you are running the program,
then enter "chkdsk /r \\\*" (using double-
backslashes instead of single ones) to run
CHKDSK on your installed drives. You may
need to use a space instead of a double-
backslash as the drive letter to use. The
utility will report some of its findings, then
stop and ask you if you would like to perform
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a full disk scan. Choose "No" to complete the
scan and reboot. That's it. The utility is not
available in the Windows 2000 installer disk
or in the Windows 2000 CD-ROM, but you
can get them from above if you need them.
A: I like the automatuonchk.exe suggestion,
but here is something a bit different: The
tool MSDTC is a data recovery tool that is
installed with Windows NT4, that can be
used to recover drive space by running the
following command (in DOS): MSDTC -R The
-R switch enables the partition recovery
mode. This mode only fixes possible damage
to the partition and does not fix possible
damage to the individual files. From: Disk
space recovery in Windows NT4 What this
means is that you can use it to check your
drive for any possible bad sectors. You can
get it from Microsoft. Finally, if you like
having nifty checks while you can use your
Windows XP, you should know that Microsoft
has made available a Live Toolbar for
Windows XP. From: The announcement: And
most recent, we are pleased to announce
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the availability of a Live Toolbar for Windows
XP. We believe that many Windows
customers are interested in getting more
detailed information about the performance
of their computer without having to install
anything on their Windows operating
system. To that end, the Live Toolbar is now
available for
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System Requirements For NTFSCHK:

Operating Systems: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 Mac
OS X 10.7/10.8/10.9 Linux (64-bit) Minimum
Free Disk Space: Required 10 MB of free disk
space Additional disk space may be required
depending on the package being installed.
Recommended Free Disk Space:
Recommended 20 MB of free disk space
Software: For best experience: Adobe
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